Story MAGIC Camp
Parent Notes

Abra-Kid-Abra©2018

Magic 1

Thanks for having your child participate in storyMAGIC! These notes are provided to help you assist
you child in mastering the tricks. The notes are based on our 30 hour program. If yours is less, not all
this material will be covered, so some of it will be extra. If you have questions on anything, please let
us know. 314-961-6912 info@abrakid.com Good luck!
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Magic 2

Dots
Effect: Telling a story, you show a piece of paper that says “dots”. You fold it, and when you unfold it, it now
says, instead, “stop”!
Props: Piece of paper supplied, 4.25”x11”, that says “dots”.
Secret: You secretly turn the paper upside down. “dots” upside down is “stop”.
Handling: Folding the paper into quarters, then unfolding it:
1. Show the side that says “dots” to the
audience.
2. Fold the bottom edge to the top (so “dots” goes
inside). Not it’s in half lengthwise.
3. Fold the paper in half lengthwise—e.g. fold the left edge
toward the audience and to the right. Now it’s in quarters.
4. Unfold the back right edge toward you and to the left.
Now it’s in half lengthwise.
5. Unfold the top edge that’s toward the audience down.
Now it’s unfolded and it says, facing the audience,
“stop”.

Presentation:
“The other day I was in my room playing connect the dots. (Show “dots” to the audience.) I was having a good
time, and my mom asked me to stop and clean up my room. (Start folding then unfolding the paper.) I said
‘yes, mom.’ A moment later, she said ‘I asked you to stop, but you’re still playing with the dots!’ I said, ‘No,
mom, I did stop.’ See (show paper now unfolded): S-T-O-P! You know, I think that’s the only time I’ve ever
bested my mom!”
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Magic 3

Loopers
Effect: 2 different colored nylon loops switch places. Then, one melts through the other. You can do this to a story about
Harry Houdini (or whatever story you want to create).
Props: 2 nylon, stretchy loops of different colors.
Mechanics:
Switching Places Trick: Hold 1 loop horizontally. Loop the other around it so it hangs from the middle of the horizontal
loop (photo 1). Bring up the ends of the horizontal loop & put your thumb thru both ends. Thumb is horizontal. Press
your 1st fingertip against the pad of your thumb to make a closed circle, entrapping the loop that is dangling. (photo 2)
Pull down on the top loop and the 2 loops change places (photo 3)!
Melting Thru the Loop Trick: Start in the above position with thumb & 1 st finger forming a closed loop, 1 loop around
thumb, & the other dangling down (photo 2). Make sure the loops are neat and untangled. Grab the loop that’s dangling,
open your thumb & first fingertip to let it come in, then close thumb & first fingertip back together (photo 4). You’ve
double looped it, you say. Now pull down on the loop that’s around your thumb (pull the part closest to the base of the
thumb) & it comes off (photo 5)!
Presentation:
“Are you familiar with the magic of Harry Houdini? He was quite a great magician. This loop is Houdini, and the other
loop is his assistant. Even though Houdini is over here, when the audience says ‘Abra-Kid-Abra’—can you all say that?
They change places! Say Abra-Kid-Abra again. They change back! We will do this until you like it!
So then the audience we want to see if you can escape under impossible conditions. Not only are you tied up with string,
but you are going to be doubly tied up with my fingers. There is no way you can escape now! Can you say Abra-KidAbra? And sure enough, Houdini escapes! A round of applause for Houdini and his assistant!”
Notes:

•
•

Don’t change places more than 3x, or the audience is apt to get bored.
Can the kids come up with their own story for this trick?
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Magic 4

Hot Rod Cards
Effect: You pull 6 cards out from a small envelope and set them face down in a row on the table. Ask the
spectator to choose 1 of the cards, which you push out a little from the row, marking it so to speak (see diagram
below). You knew they would choose that card, you say. In fact, you had made a prediction. You ask the
spectator to read out loud your prediction on the bottom of the envelope. It says, “You will choose a red card.”
All the backs of the cards are red—ha ha, of course she’d choose a red card. Very funny. But wait, you say.
You turn over the card she selected—it is red (e.g. 3♥). The audience thinks they are all red. You turn the other
cards over—all of them are black!
Props: 6 red back cards: 5 black & 1 red (on the face); a #3 coin envelope (2.5”x4.25”) to hold the cards with
a sticker attached that reads, “You will choose a red card”.
Secret/Prep: Though it seems like the spectator has a free choice, you force her to choose the red card. How?
When you lay the cards face down on the table, put the red one 3rd from one of the ends (let’s say 3rd from the
right end). Ask the spectator for a number 1-6. No matter what number they choose, you will wind up on the
red card.
3:
4:
1:
2:
5:
6:

Count from the right end: 1-2-3.
Count from the left end: 1-2-3-4.
Spell it from the right end: o-n-e.
Spell it from the right end: t-w-o.
Spell it from the left end: f-i-v-e.
spell it from the right end: s-i-x.
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Magic 5

Sneetches
Effect: You show a string with 6 cards hanging from it: 3 on one side are the star-bellied Sneetches, and 3 on the other
side are the plain-bellied Sneetches. The 2 groups don’t play with each other at all. Then Sylvester McMonkey McBean
came along with his star-bellied Sneetch machine. It mixed up the Sneetches so they didn’t know who had star bellies and
who didn’t. (You lower the cards into a box, keeping the ends of the string visible.) The Sneetches realized that it didn’t
matter who had a star on their belly and who didn’t. After all, they were all Sneetches! Raising the cards out of the box,
you show that the Sneetches all played together (the cards are alternating on the string—star bellied and plain bellied).
Props: A piece of string ~3 feet long; & 6 3”x5” cards. A set of 6 cards contains 3 different cards—2 of each. The first
card has a circle (referred to as plain belly) on each side. 1 side is numbered 1 (in the bottom of the circle) and the other is
numbered 3. The 2nd card has a circle on 1 side (#2) and a star (star bellied sneetch--#5) on the other. The 3rd different
card has a star on each side, numbered 4 and 6. Each card has 2 holes near the top.
Secret: On 1 side the shapes are isolated, and on the other side they alternate. When you pull the cards out of the box,
you subtly switch ends of the rope, which, unseen by the audience, turns the cards around.
Prep:
The cards are numbered, to make it easy to put them in the correct order. (The numbers are small—in the bottom of the
circle--so they aren’t noticeable to the audience.) Thread the cards onto the string in order: 1,2,3,4,5, & 6. 1, 2, and 3
will show the plain bellied Sneetches (circles), and 4,5, and 6 will show the star-bellied Sneetches (stars). Tie a small
knot on the right end. You know that if the knot is in your right hand, they show 3 & 3 as in the below diagram.

1
2
3
4
5
6
Handling:
1. The string of 6 cards above is in your case or on the table. Hold the string at the end with each hand as you lift it
up, showing 3 plain bellied Sneetches on 1 side and 3 Star bellied Sneetches on the other. Handle casually, but be
careful not to let the backs show.
2. Lower the middle of the rope and all the cards into your magic box (or some other receptacle). Your hands, holding
the ends of the rope, are still visible above the box. Hold both ends of the rope with 1 hand as you gesture, talking,
with the other.
3. Now raise the cards out of the box, subtly switching ends as you pull out the string (which secretly shows the other
side of the cards). Show that the bellies now alternate (plain-star-plain-star-plain-star). Take a bow!
Presentation:
“Do you remember Dr. Seuss’ story, The Sneetches? There are plain-bellied Sneetches and star-bellied Sneetches (show
string of 6 cards). The 2 groups don’t get along so they keep to themselves. The Star-bellied Sneetches think they are the
best, since THEY have stars on their bellies. The plain bellied Sneetches think THEY are the best, since their bellies are
plain.
This nonsense continued until Sylvester McMonkey McBean came along with his star belly machine. (Lower the cards
into the box.) He could take stars off bellies, and put stars back on bellies. Pretty soon the Sneetches didn’t know who
was a star belly and who was a plain belly! And they realized that it really didn’t matter. They were ALL Sneetches.
What difference does it make if someone has a star on their belly or not! From that point on, they all played together (lift
cards out of box, showing the bellies are intermixed). And the Sneetches lived happily ever after.”
Tip: At the beginning, you can group the 6 strung together cards into 2 piles of 3 cards, holding 1 pile in each hand.
Subtly show them front & back, so it appears that 1 group has stars on each side and the other, circles on each side. Then
shake the cards out, holding the ends of the string to display the 6 cards and begin the trick.
Advanced Handling: If you like, you can start with the 2 end cards not on the string. Show them each, casually showing
both of their sides (which are the same, subtly implying that all cards are the same on the back). If you do this, it’s best to
put a small binder clip on each end and these end cards on, which is faster than threading them on.
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Magic 6

My Mother’s Pearls
Effect: You drop 8-10 individual pearl beads into a small pay envelope. When you dump it out, the pearls are
now all on a strand in a connected chain!
Props: pay envelope (#1 size--2.25”x3.5”), 8-10 individual pearl beads, a 10-pearl bead chain, a thumb tip, and
a Ziploc sandwich bag. (photo 1)
Secret/Prep: Put the 10-pearl strand in the bottom of the pay envelope. Put the thump tip in the envelope, with
opening of the tip near the opening of the envelope. Put the loose beads in the tip. (photo 2) Put the envelope
in your pocket so the beads don’t get dislodged, or set the envelope upright in your case.
Handling:
1. Dump out the loose beads into a spectator’s hands, ideally, or perhaps into your case. (Dumping them
on the table is risky, as you may wind up chasing them around the floor.)
2. Drop them with your right hand 1-2 at a time into the envelope (actually the thumb tip). (photo 3)
3. Right thumb goes into the tip as you shake the envelope so people can hear the pearls in there.
4. Pull thumb out of the envelope, close the flap, and hold envelope in right hand, thumb tip in back (with
loose pearls inside it), right fingers in front of the envelope. (photo 4)
5. Say some magic words. Left hand opens the envelope. Right hand, holding the envelope, dumps out the
chain (into left hand or spectator’s hands). Pick up the chain with the left hand and display it to the
audience. Right hand, holding the envelope, drops naturally to its side. Left hand then puts the chain
back in the envelope and right hand puts the envelope and thumb tip away—in your pocket or case.
Presentation:
“When I was little, my mom had a beautiful pearl necklace. It was her prize possession. One day I became
acquainted with a new tool—the scissors—and I decided to try it on my mom’s pearl necklace. Unfortunately
for her, I was pretty good with the scissors and I wound up cutting her necklace into individual pearls. (Show
them.)
I didn’t want to spend the rest of the week grounded in my room, so I decided to try some magic. I put the
pearls back in the envelope. Do you hear them? (shake it) I said the magic words, Abra-Kid-Abra. Can you
say that? When I dumped out the envelope, the pearls had gone back together! I’m glad the trick worked.
Otherwise, I’d have had to go to Walmart to replace it!”
Note: To keep the beads from spilling all over your case, put them back in the pay envelope, and put the pay
envelope in a Ziploc sandwich bag. Seal it.
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Magic 7

Pet Names
Effect: The audience calls out 6-8 names of pets (e.g. dog, cat,…). You jot each on a slip of paper, ball it up, & set the
paper balls in a row on the table. You mix up the paper balls and ask a spectator to pick one. Have her concentrate on it
as you attempt to read her mind. Was the pet you are thinking of… dog? Yes, she says!
Props: A pad of paper and a pen or pencil.
Secret: You write the same pet name on each slip—the one that is called out first! So if spectators call out:
fish, gerbil, hamster, guinea pig, bird, you write: dog, dog, dog, dog, dog, dog.

dog, cat,

Mechanics: After the spectator chooses a paper ball, put the others away in your case or pocket before reading their
mind—so someone doesn’t grab them afterward and find out your secret!
Presentation: “I’m going to ask people from the audience to call out names of animals that are used as pets. Call them out
1 at a time & I’ll jot them on these slips of paper. (If need be, ask how to spell them—especially if you get an odd one.
Comment on the pets.)
Would you reach in & pick any of these pets (paper balls). Very good. (Dump the others into your case.) Open it up and
concentrate on the pet. Is the animal that you are thinking of….a dog? (yes) A round of applause for my assistant!”
Notes:
•
•
•
•
•

If they say a longer word like “giraffe”, pretend to write a few more characters. You might even ask,
occasionally, how to spell it. Or confirm, “Let’s see, that’s g-i-r-a-f-f-e?”
You can use other things than pets. E.g. names of pets, people’s names, TV shows, colors, etc.
Do not tell what you’re going to do at the beginning, or it could tip them off.
If you have just 2 in the audience, have each give 2 of their names (first, middle, and/or last), giving you 4
slips.
Challenge version: Write the first 2 names you get over & over, alternating. Put #1s pile on 1 side & #2 balls
on the other. Have 2 names selected, 1 from each pile. Mind read twice!
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Magic 8

What Will You Be When You Grow Up?
Effect: You announce that you will do a trick to see what the spectator will be when they grow up. You show
the diagram with a bunch of different circles, each with the name of a different profession. You ask the
spectator to name a number from 5-10, and to count to that number twice in the diagram, using a magic wand to
point to the circles. Spectator does and winds up on a particular profession. You have the spectator look
closely at the wand. It has printed on it the profession on which the spectator wound up!
Props: One What Will You Do When You Grow Up Sheet, a paper magic wand that says “Rock Star”, and 2
rubber bands to keep the wand rolled up.
Secret: Spectator winds up on the same circle (Rock Star) no matter which number 5-10 is chosen.
Preparation: Roll up the magic wand sheet so it is 11” long, black on the outside. Start rolling with the
prediction so it is not visible when wand is rolled up. Rubber band each end of the wand.
Presentation: “We’re going to do a trick to see what you’re going to be when you grow up. It might be
(mention a few of the circles—but not the rock star) a doctor, actress, chef,…--the choice is up to you.
Name a number between 5 and 10 out loud. (6) Good. Put this wand in the start circle and count 6 around the
circle. (Don’t count the start circle.) When you’ve come to a stop, count 6 going the other way around the
circle (counterclockwise). What profession did you land on? Rock Star? I had a feeling that show business
might be your calling. You have been holding the magic wand the whole time. Can you look at it closely and
read out loud what it says. (rock star) A round of applause for my assistant!”

Notes:
Make sure “Rock Star” on the wand is facing the
ground when you hand it to the spectator so they
don’t see it. As you hand them the wand, ask them
to put the end of it on Start. This focuses them on
the board, and not on the wand.
If you are worried that they will see it prematurely,
you can cut off the gray “Rock Star” and have
them unroll the wand at the end & read what they
find inside (“Rock Star” is also printed there). I
like the first approach, as it is surprising, and you
don’t have to unroll and roll back up the wand each
time.
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Magic 9

The Emperor’s Rice
Effect: You tell a story about an Emperor who asked that someone put rice on each of the 64 squares of his checkerboard.
He wanted 1 grain of rice on the first square, 2 grains on the 2 nd square, 4 grains on the 3rd square, 8 grains on the 4th
square, 16 grains on the 5th square, etc. You hold some slips of paper in your hands, and as you tell the story, you show
slips each containing 1 of the numbers—1,2,4,8,16. Do you know how many grains of rice were needed to cover the
whole checkerboard? Over 16 quintillion! At which point the individual slips that you showed seem to change into a very
long sign held between your hands that says: 16000000000000000000!
Note: The point of this is that it is a cute story and it shows how quickly numbers add up when you double them. It is not
necessarily the most amazing magic trick, though hopefully the sign unfurling at the end will surprise the audience.
Props: An accordion-folded sign that says “16” followed by 18 0’s; 4 slips of paper, each
approx 3 1/3” x 4 ¼” that say, respectively, 1, 2, 4, and 8. (photo 1)
Secret: The long sign is accordion pleated in back of the separate number slips. When
you unfold the long sign, the 4 separate slips are hidden behind the end of the sign.
Prep: On the long accordion-folded sign: Fold the end with the ending 0’s in half (photo
2). This creates a fold into which you can put the separate numbers after showing them.
Handling:
1. Start with your papers in a stack. The 1,2,4, & 8 slips are on top, facing the
audience, in 1-2-4-8 order (1 is on the face of the stack). Behind these, accordion
pleated, is the long sign. 16 on it faces front, beneath the 8.
2. Hold the stack in your right hand. Left hand shows the 1 slip, then puts it in back
of the stack. It actually goes just inside the last fold of the long sign. Upjog it ~1
inch (photo 3) so you can easily grab the separate pieces later.
3. Repeat with the 2, the 4, then the 8, showing each, and putting them at the back of
the stack, inside the last fold of the long sign, upjogged. Then show the 16.
4. Grip the long sign in preparation for unfurling it.
a. Your left hand is going to grab the back (0) end of the sign with the
separate papers hidden behind it as follows: As your left hand holds the
papers, the right fingers & thumb grasp the 1,2,4, & 8 and pull them down
so the top of these is even with the top of the long sign. The left thumb
goes under these 4 slips as the left fingers unfold the folded piece at the 0
end of the sign. (photo 4)
b. Right hand grabs the other (16) end—fingers on top of “16” and thumb
under the 16. You now have a hand on each end of the sign, with separate
pieces behind, ready to reveal the long sign.
5. Pull your hands apart, revealing the long sign with the huge number! (photo 5)
After showing it for a moment, put the sign with the hidden slips in your case,
folding it neatly so it doesn’t get wrinkled.
Presentation:
“Once upon a time there was a king who liked his royal jester so much that he wanted to
give him a big prize. He told the jester he could have anything at all in the kingdom. The
jester answered that he would like to have some rice that he could put on his checkerboard.
He wanted it like this (start showing the separate number slips, then putting each behind the
packet, secretly into the fold): 1 grain of rice on the first square, 2 grains on the next square,
4 grains on the next square, 8 grains on the next square, 16 grains on the next square, … It
would double until all 64 squares on the checkerboard were covered. The king thought, ‘what a fool! I offer him
anything in the kingdom, and he picks something that can probably be handled with 1 bag of rice! But the jester
understood something the king didn’t—how quickly doubling numbers adds up. And when the king tried to do this, he
used up all the rice in the kingdom, but he still didn’t have enough to cover all the checkerboard squares. Do you know
how many grains of rice it turned out were needed? 16 quintillion (stretch out sign)—which is 16 and 18 zeros! ”
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Magic 10

ESP Cards
Effect: You introduce your assistant, who has great mental powers. You send her out of the room, and ask someone to
mix up the cards, lay them symbols up on the table in a row, and to touch any of 5 different ESP symbols--so everyone
knows the selection. You call your assistant back in and after some concentration, she reveals the chosen symbol!
Props: 5 ESP cards for each child, each with a different symbol (photo 1).
Secret: The number of words you use to call the mind reader back in clues her as to the symbol. E.g.
If you say “ready” (1 word), it is the circle, which has 1 continuous line.
If you say “come in” (2 words), it’s the cross, which has 2 lines.
If you say “come on in” (3 words), it’s the wavy lines (there are 3).
If you say “we are ready now” (4 words), it’s the square (4 lines).
If you say “we are ready, come in” (5 words), it’s the star (5 points).
Having the mind reader concentrate, look at the spectator, put hands over the items, etc. adds to the fun!

Presentation: “Do you believe in ESP, STP, that sort of thing? I have with me today 5 ESP symbols used by
Dr. Rhine at Duke University years ago when he conducted experiments to see if there is any such thing as ESP.
We are going to attempt to recreate his experiments today.
This is the great mind reader. She claims to possess extra sensory perception, is that right? (Mind reader nods
yes.) We’ll see. On the table we have symbol #1, #2, #3, #4, and symbol #5. The mind reader is going to turn
around. I need a victim—I mean an assistant—from the audience. Alright. Would you touch 1 of these
symbols please. Any particular reason you selected that one? Did everyone see which one he chose? (Suppose
it’s the wavy lines.) Come in, Cheryl!
(The mind reader comes back in. She waves her hands in front of the spectator to pick up his vibrations. Then
she places her hands over each card. Finally she picks up the wavy lines, saying she thinks it was that one.)
Ladies and gentleman, ESP is alive and well. A round of applause for my assistants!”
Additional Thoughts:
You can present this in different ways. E.g: as a serious ESP test. As a comical ESP test. Or make up your
own approach.
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Magic 11

Madame Anastasia
Effect: You tell a story about the famous psychic, Madame Anastasia, who helped the police discover which of 9 cabins
in a motel money is hidden in. You deal out 9 cards, ace through 9, and the spectator makes various moves with a marker
as he chooses, eliminating cards until he is left with one. It matches your prediction!
Props: Deck of cards, Madame Anastasia Personal Instructions Card, and a marker (e.g. a coin or any small item).
Secret: Though it seems that the spectator could wind up with any cabin, he always winds up on #3! Important: The
spectator must start out on an odd card! If he sets the marker on an odd card, great. Start the trick. If he sets it on an even
card, explain that he’ll be making a series of moves. A move can be up and down, or side to side, but not diagonal. Ask
him to make a move to be sure you explained it clearly. The move will put him on an odd card. Then you can begin!
How to remember this? There are more odds than evens. You want him on an odd (the majority) number.
Presentation:
“Are you familiar with the famous psychic, Madame Anastasia? One of the greatest
psychics in modern times. Story has it that once she walked into a police station and
proclaimed, ‘I have had a vision. Some stolen money is hidden in one of the cabins at the
Moldy Motel.’ Madame Anastasia had helped the police before, so they went with her to
the motel. When they arrived, they discovered that it was a very old motel with 9 cabins.
(Deal the ace thru 9—preferably of the same suit—in a 3x3 matrix, face up on the table,
so they face the audience—as in diagram.)
(To someone in the audience) Shelby, I’ve heard that you
have great psychic powers also. Is that true? These cards
represent the 9 cabins. The ace is cabin #1, the 2 is cabin
#2, etc. Madame Anastasia strolled among the cabins and
eliminated them until only one was left. I’d like you to
do the same thing, following this guide that was left for
me by Madame Anastasia herself! On the other side of
this sheet is the cabin she chose. Let’s see if you can end
up on the same cabin.
This coin will represent Madame Anastasia as she
wanders around. Start by placing the coin on any one of
the cabins. (If odd, proceed. If even, have her make 1
move, as above, so she winds up on an odd.) Will you
read these instructions out loud, 1 line at a time, and
follow them. We’ll see what cabin you wind up at. (She
winds up on cabin 3. Have her read the back out loud. It
says she will pick cabin 3!)”

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Set the marker on any cabin.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Make 1 move.
Turn over the card you are on and cabin #9.
Make 2 moves.
Turn over the card you are on and cabin #5.
Make 4 moves.
Turn over the card you are on and cabin #7.
Make 2 moves.
Turn over the card you are on and cabin #1.
Which cabin is left? Turn over this instruction
card and read the prediction out loud.

•

•

•
•

•

2

Madame Anastasia’s
Personal Instructions

Notes:
Best to have spectator read the instructions on the
card, if possible. Perhaps 1 reads and the other
moves?
Why does this trick work? The moves force the
spectator to always wind up on even numbered cards,
which get eliminated. The instructions eliminate all
the odd numbered cards—except #3!

A

Rules
A move can be up and down or side to side. Not diagonal.

When you eliminate cards, turn them upside down.
If you move, e.g. 3 spaces, you can move over an
upside down card, but at the end of your turn you
must land on a right side up card.

Back Side
of Card:
Abra-Kid-Abra
© 2014

314-961-6912 www.abrakid.com
Congratulations! Madame Anastasia also chose Cabin #3!
Unfortunately, no money was there, so she is now reading
tea leaves at a small lunch room in Sydney, Australia.
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Magic 12

Lie Detector
Effect: Spectator picks a card and returns it to the deck. You are going to turn over the cards 1 at a time,
asking spectator if each was his card. When he sees his card, he should lie. You tell him when he’s lying!
Props: Deck of cards.
Secret: Casually glimpse the bottom card as the spectator is looking at his card or showing it to the audience.
We’ll call this card you know the key card. When the spectator selects a card, have him put it back on top,
then cut the deck. (This puts your key card next to and above the spectator’s card.) Let the spectator cut the
deck a couple times (single cuts only). You don’t know the spectator’s card, but you know the card on top of
it. When you deal the cards face up 1 at a time from the top, watch for your key card. The next one will be
the spectator’s. When he says “No”, tell him he’s lying!
Presentation: “Did you know that in my spare time I do some lie detector work for the police? Let me
demonstrate. Can you shuffle the cards (as spectator starts shuffling, you might joke) But don’t disturb the
order.
Since I don’t play with a full deck, I’ll set half the cards aside. (Put about half of the cards aside. You won’t
use them in the trick.)
Can you pick a card. (Spread out cards, offering spectator a free choice.) Show it around, don’t let me see it.
(If you like, turn around so you can’t see it. This is a good time to glimpse the bottom card.) Put it back here
(on top). I’ll cut it into the middle of the deck. Would you cut the cards. (Complete the cut.) And cut once
more, for good measure. (You complete the cut.) I’m going to flip over the cards one at a time. I’d like you
to say yes or no if it’s your card. When you get to your card, I want you to lie. You’ll say no when it’s not
your card—telling the truth—and you’ll say no when it is your card—lying. So you’ll say no all the time.
I’m going to see if I can tell the difference in the no’s! Are you ready?” (Deal the cards face up from the top
1 at a time. On the card after your key card, tell spectator he’s lying!)
Notes: It’s a good idea to set about half of the cards aside, as above, so you don’t potentially bore the
audience by dealing 51 cards until you come to theirs!
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Magic 13

David & Golliath
Effect: You display a string with a deck of cards on 1 end and a washer on the other (photo 1). The deck represents
Golliath, and the washer, David. You drape the string over a pencil. In a moment you will let go of Golliath, who will try
to pull David over the pencil & to the ground (which seems like it will happen). David will try to stop this. You let go of
Golliath and somehow, David wraps around the pencil and stops Golliath from reaching the ground (photo 2)!
Props: string ~12-16” long, rubber band, washer, deck of cards, & pencil (with no point preferably)
Secret: Due to scientific principles, although it seems as though when you let go of the deck, it will fall to the floor, it is
halted by the washer wrapping itself around the pencil! (photos 3 & 4)
Prep:
1. Tie 1 end of the string around a rubber band. A square knot is good, secure knot to use here (right over left, then
left over right), or another type that is secure should work also.
2. Tie the other end to the washer (again, use a square knot or other secure knot).
3. Put a deck of cards in the rubber band. If need be to secure it well so it won’t slip out, double loop the rubber
band.
Handling:
1. Hold the pencil horizontal and flat and drape the string over the pencil (photo 1).
2. Pull the washer so the deck pulled up to near the pencil. Hold string close to horizontal—photo 2.
3. Let go of the washer. The deck will fall down but not hit the floor, as the washer end of the string will wrap a few
times around the pencil!
Tips: 1) Keep the pencil horizontal. If it tilts down, the string may slide off. 2) Hold the washer end of string close to
horizontal, or at a 70-80o angle with the deck end of the string. Don’t have the washer end hang down parallel to the deck
end (photo 1) or it won’t catch much of the time.
Presentation:
“Do you know the story of David and Golliath? David (show the washer) was little and had a sling shot (spin the washer
end of the rope around a little). Golliath (show deck of cards) was much bigger, heavier, and meaner. Golliath was
battling David. In a moment I will let go of Golliath, sending him hurtling toward the floor. Golliath will try to take
David with him, causing David to hit the ground. David will try to not hit the ground. Who do you think will win? Are
you ready? Go! (release the deck. David wraps around the pencil, causing Golliath not to hit the ground.) David didn’t
hit the ground. David won! He the big bully, Golliath!”
Notes:
1. Feel free to make up your own story.
2. You can use different objects on the ends.
a. E.g. instead of a deck, something else with some weight to it—a coffee cup, bag of candy, etc.
b. The washer can also be replaced with another small object—a coin, a finger ring, etc.
c. Instead of the pencil, you might use a magic wand.
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Bendover Bills
Effect: You show 5 bills. You turn 3 of them upside down. When you snap them, they are all facing the same
way!
Props: 7 play bills of the same denomination (usually $1), glue sticks.
Secret: 2 of the bills are double sided. They have a face (president’s picture) on each side.
Preparation: Make 2 double sided bills. Using the glue stick, glue 2 bills back to back, faces out. Repeat with
2 more bills. End result: You have 5 bills: 3 normal & 2 double faced.
Mechanics:
1. To start, put the 5 bills face up in a pile, with the double face bills 2nd & 4th—i.e. every other bill.
2. Spread the bills face up, showing the bills.
3. Deal the bills onto the table, turning bills 1, 3, & 5 upside down (back up). Bills 2 & 4 stay face up.
(See photo 1 below.)
4. Square the bills up into 1 pile.
5. Lift up the short end that’s away from you (photo 2). Now flip the short end toward you underneath and
away from you, the result being that you have turned the stack over in a flourishy kind of way.
6. Spread the bills between your hands, or deal face up on the table, showing that they are back to all
facing in the same direction (face up)!
Presentation:
“Are the bills in your wallet facing different directions, or do you like to have them all facing the same
direction? My friend works in the bank, and he must have the bills all facing the same direction at all times.
One day, his bills got messed up. (Deal face up and face down on the table, as in above mechanics.) Some
were face down, some were face up. It was a mess! The manager was coming, what was my friend going to
do! Fortunately, I happened to be there. I said Abra-Kid-Abra (turn over the stack as above in #5) and lo and
behold, the bills were all facing the same direction again! It pays to know a magician!”
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Stylish Abe
Effect: You set a play $5 bill on top of a piece of note paper, and fold both in half, enveloping the bill inside
the notepaper. You then fold down ~1/4” of the bill at the end. You stick a pencil through the middle of the bill
and paper, poking a hole in the paper. But the bill is unharmed!
Props: A play $5 bill with slit in the seal (which we’ve put there in advance), pencil (or pen), & notepaper from
pad.
Secret: The slit goes right around the seal, making it hard to spot. And the audience is looking in the middle
for a hole, not near the seal.

Mechanics:
1. Show the bill. Hold it with both hands holding either end. Right index finger & thumb keep the C
closed as you show it.
2. Put a piece of notepad size paper beneath the bill, and fold the bill (and the note paper) in half, president
going inside.
3. Fold the end near the C slit down ~ 1/4” from the end.
4. Take a pencil & appear to push it through the middle of the bill. Actually it goes thru the C slit, behind
the bill, and thru the middle of the note paper. The illusion is very convincing!
5. Pull the pencil out. Show the hole in the paper. Unfold the bill, holding it at both ends, right index
finger & thumb keeping the C slit closed. The audience will be focused on the middle of the bill, which
is fine. Put the bill & pencil in your pocket.
Presentation:
“Did you that Abe Lincoln was very fashionable? He was the first president to have his ear pierced.
And we’re going to do that here today. Take a look at the bill. Is there anything piercing his ear? (No) This is
a delicate operation so we’ll cover him with this paper. We’ll push the pen down toward his ear. Ready? 1-23! The pen came right through. Here is the hole where the pen pierced the paper. (Bring the bill to your ear,
pretending that Abe is whispering to you.) What’s that, Abe? You say you don’t want your ear pierced after
all? What do you think, I’m a magician? Can everyone say Abra-Kid-Abra? And just like that, the piercing
has healed—no holes!”
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Houdini Penny
Effect: Using a napkin as the stage, a penny as Houdini, and a playing card as the brick wall, you recreate 1 of Houdini’s
tricks—walking through a brick wall! You set the wall on the stage (i.e. the playing card on the napkin), take Houdini
(the penny) in your fist and bang it down on top of the wall (card). It’s gone! Turn over the card and there is Houdini (the
penny). He has penetrated the brick wall!
Props: 2 pennies, any playing card (e.g. from deck or hot rod cards), and a napkin.
Secret/Prep: Unknown to the audience, you have an extra penny.
Start with the card and 1 penny in your right pants pocket (or in your magic box), and the other penny in your left pocket
(or other side of your magic case). Have the napkin in your back pocket or nearby.
Handling:
1. Show the napkin and set it on the table.
2. Bring out the card face down with the penny hidden beneath it. Hold fingers under the card and thumb on top
(photo 1 shows underneath view). Coin is between the card and your fingers. Casually show the face of the card,
then set the card down on the napkin with coin secretly beneath it. (photo 2)
3. Bring out the other penny. Hold your right hand palm up with the penny at the base of the middle 2 fingers
(photo 3). Pretend to put the penny in your left hand, which closes into a fist, as though it has the penny. As your
right hand turns palm down to dump the penny into the left, the right thumb goes on top of the penny, preventing
it from falling in to the left hand. (photo 4) Left hand closes into a fist as though it has the penny, while the right
hand drops naturally to your side, slightly cupped (naturally).
4. Bang your left hand down onto the card, opening it flat as you do this (photo 5). Lift left hand to show the penny
is gone!
5. Right hand (with penny secretly resting on middle 2 fingers) lifts up the card to reveal the penny has apparently
penetrated the card. Left hand picks up penny and displays it. Put the pennies & card back in your case or
pocket. Put the napkin away. Take a well-deserved bow!
Presentation:
“Have you ever heard of Harry Houdini? I am going to recreate one of his famous illusions…Walking through a brick
wall. Now I could walk through the outside wall of the building, but I don’t want to be too magnificent so we’ll use this
napkin instead. It will represent the stage. This card will represent the brick wall. (Set it on the napkin, with secret penny
hidden beneath.) And this penny will represent Houdini. Houdini goes right up to the wall (slam hand down on it)
and…wallah! He is gone. When we look on the other side of the wall (right hand lifts card) we see that Houdini has gone
right through! A round of applause for Houdini!.
Additional Thoughts:
1. Why use the napkin? It prevents the secret penny from making noise.
Teaching Note: To teach the right hand PRETENDING to put the coin in the left: Have students really put it in a few
times, dropping the right hand casually to the side afterward. It should look the same when you don’t put it in. The only
difference is the thumb preventing the coin from dropping into the left hand.
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Wand from Envelope
Effect: Pull a magic wand out of an envelope too small to hold it! Then make the wand stick to your hand!
Props: For each student you’ll need: 1 magic wand paper, 2 rubber bands, 1 envelope. You’ll also need 1 pair
of scissors for every 2-4 kids.
Preparation:
•
•
•

Roll up the paper to create your magic wand. Roll it tight enough so it’s black all the way
around. Rubber band each end where the white tips start.
With the scissors, slit the envelope on the flap side. The slit should be diagonal, approximately
3” long, going across the lower LH corner. Big enough to stick an end of the wand in.
Stick 1 end of the wand in the envelope. Put the other end of the wand up your left sleeve,
holding the envelope in your left hand. If you don’t have a long sleeve, the wand hides on the
underside of your arm, away from view of the audience. To them, it looks like you’re casually
holding an envelope in your left hand.

Performance: “What does every magician need to make all the magic tricks work?” (a magic wand) Right. I
usually carry my wand in this envelope. (right hand opens flap--which faces you, of course--and pulls out
wand. Pull it up, perpendicular to your left arm, so it doesn’t look like an extension of your arm that came from
up your sleeve.) That way, I don’t lose it. (Put envelope back in your case.)
Teaching points:
• You don’t have to rush pulling the wand out. Do it normal speed, naturally.
• Gesture with right hand as you’re asking what a magician needs. This takes some attention off
the left hand.

Making the Wand Stick to Your Hand
Effect: You make the wand magically stick to your hand!
Props: 1 wand
Mechanics: Hold the back of your right hand facing the audience with your right thumb pointing up. Left hand
grasps the right wrist. Left 1st finger rests on right palm (unknown to audience). The left hand’s other 3 fingers
& thumb encircle the right wrist. The spoon is held against the right palm, going up & down, held in place by
the left 1st finger.
Presentation: First, hold spoon in place with right thumb. This is apparent to audience—they see that your
thumb is out of view, and presumes that your right thumb is holding the wand. Then, lift your right thumb up.
To the audience, it appears the spoon sticks to your hand by magic! (They think all the left fingers are
encircling the right wrist.)
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Crying Baby
Effect: Show a picture of a crying baby (photo 1), telling a story of how you couldn’t get the baby to stop
crying. Finally, you put the baby to bed (in an envelope) & the baby stopped crying. You remove the picture &
the baby is now smiling! (photo 2)
Props: Two #6.75 envelopes & 2 cards—1 of a crying baby, 1 of a smiling baby—for each child. Kids scissors
for the kids to use.
Secret: An envelope with 2 compartments enables you to switch pictures.
To Make the Double Envelope: Cut 1 envelope along each of the 4 edges, about 1/8” from each edge. You’ll be
left with a rectangular sheet (photo 3). Slide it in the other envelope to create 2 compartments—in front &
behind this sheet (photo 4). The sheet has the same interior design as the envelope, so it blends in. Pitch the
scraps.
Before Starting the Trick: 1) put the smiling baby in the outer compartment (photo 5). Put the crying baby on
top of it, sticking out a little (photo 6). You are ready to go!
Presentation: Hold envelope with opening toward you. Pull out crying baby. Set envelope opening down on
table.
“Our baby (show the crying baby card) was crying his head off yesterday, and I couldn’t do a thing with him. I
tried picking him up (hold the card in both hands)—but that didn’t work.
I tried patting his back (turn the card over & tap his back)—but that didn’t work.
I tried playing with him (jiggle the card between your hands)—but THAT didn’t work.
Then I thought: Maybe he’s tired and wants to go to bed. So I put him in his crib and tucked him in. (Pick up
envelope, opening toward you. Put crying baby in outer (back) compartment. Close envelope.) I rocked the crib
for a while (wave the envelope), then I tip toed away (do so, setting envelope on table).
And guess what? There wasn’t another peep out of him all morning. And when I looked in later (hold
envelope opening toward audience, & pull out the front—smiling--card), he was as happy as could be!”
Tips:
1. Start by pulling the crying baby out of the envelope. This gives a reason for the envelope.
2. End clean by pulling the smiling baby out of the envelope. The audience can see there is nothing
else in there. Don’t say that—just casually let it be seen.
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Donkey-Monkey Competition
Effect: You show a picture of a donkey and a picture of a monkey. The donkey is bigger. You stretch the
monkey—now it’s bigger. You stretch the donkey. Now it’s bigger. Finally you shake both and now they are
the same size.
Props: 2 paper boomerangs—1 picturing a donkey and the other picturing a monkey.
Secret: They are both the same size the whole time. But when you put them next to each other, it looks like 1
is bigger.
Handling: Hold 1 in each hand, side by side. You can either have the longer appearing one so it looks longer on
both ends (photo 1), or you can have them aligned at 1 end, so one looks much bigger at the other end (photo 2).
Set the bigger one on the table as you appear to stretch the smaller one. Then pick up the tabled on and show
that it’s now smaller.
At the end you can wiggle each of them, 1 in each hand. Then put them 1 atop the other, showing they are the
same size.
Presentation:
“You’ve heard the story of the tortoise and the hare? Well this is a story about their cousins, the monkey and
the donkey. There once were 2 friends, a monkey and a donkey. (Hold them 1 in each hand, not next to each
other.) But as you can see (hold them next to each other), the donkey is bigger. The monkey wanted to be
bigger, so he went home and he ate his vegetables—corn, cucumbers. He even ate some spinach. He did this
for a couple months. And the next time when he saw the donkey, the monkey was now bigger than the donkey!
Well, the donkey would have none of that. HE wanted to be bigger. So he went home and started eating his
fruits and vegetables. He ate broccoli—do you guys like broccoli? He ate cauliflower—do you like
cauliflower? He ate brussels sprouts! Yum. Then, a few months later when he saw the big monkey, the
donkey was the biggest!
The monkey and a donkey had a talk. They said instead of trying to outdo the other, why don’t we both eat our
vegetables and fruits, and we’ll both be big. So they did that (shake them, 1 in each hand), and from that day
forward, they were both the same size.”
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Bermuda Triangle
Effect: You show a 5-piece puzzle. There are 21 rafts. When you put the puzzle together a different way, there
is a small hole in it, and now there are only 20 rafts. Yet another disappearance in the Bermuda Triangle!
Props: Bermuda Triangle card and kids scissors.
Secret: There is not 1 particular raft that disappears. Part of several combine to make 1 disappear.
Prep: Cut out the 5 puzzle pieces. Keep the instructions which show the 2 ways to put the puzzle together.
Presentation: “I have a puzzle showing a picture from the
Bermuda Triangle—an area of the Atlantic stretching from
Florida to Bermuda to Puerto Rico. You don’t believe that
nonsense about ships and planes disappearing in the Bermuda
Triangle, do you?
Can you count the number of rafts. How many are there? (21)
Very well. Now, I will put the puzzle pieces together in a
slightly different way. I am not taking away or adding anything.
The same number of pieces is still here. Now how many rafts
do you count? (20) Hmm. Maybe there is some truth to things
disappearing in the Bermuda Triangle!”
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Jumping Pennies
Effect: You put 2 pennies in each fist. When you open your hands, 3 are in 1 hand & 1 in the other. Then all
4 coins wind up in 1 hand.
Props: 4 pennies.
Secret/Handling:
1. Start with 4 pennies in a square on the table.
2. Put 1 coin in each of your fists. Then set a penny on the finger nails of each fist (photo #1).
3. Say you’re going to turn your fists over & catch the pennies in your hands. Turn your fists over and,
to the audience, you missed. The 2 pennies fall to the table. What actually happens is: your right
hand catches its coin so it now has 2. The left hand drops both coins. The audience thinks you have a
coin in each hand, but actually you have 2 in one hand and 0 in the other!
4. Say you’ll try again. Set the 2 pennies on the table on your finger nails again. Turn both hands over
and this time, each fist catches its penny. Open your left fist to show 1 coin, and your right fist to
show 3! (photo #2)
5. Now you make the last coin travel from left hand to right. Slap both hands to the table, palm down.
Hands land a few inches apart. As you turn your hands over and bring them to the table, the left hand
lets its coin go into the right hand’s path to the table. The right hand drives the left hand’s penny to
the table, along with its 3. Lift left hand to show its coin is gone. Then lift right hand to show it has
all 4!
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Sheet Levitation
Effect: Your assistant lies on his back on the floor. You cover him with a sheet. Upon your command, the
assistant rises up about a foot under the sheet! You take the sheet off and the assistant takes a bow.

Props: Bed sheet.
Secret: Assistant secretly turns over onto his stomach and does a push up with 1 leg extended.
Mechanics: A third person (assistant #2) assists the magician in handling the sheet. The assistant lies on the
floor on his back. Magician & assistant #2 hold up the sheet for a moment to show it. In that moment, the
assistant quickly turns onto his stomach. Then magician & asst #2 cover him with the sheet. Audience will still
think he is on his back. After he has risen & come back down 1-2x, magician & asst #2 lift the sheet, forming a
momentary wall between the guy on the floor & the audience. During that moment, the guy rolls onto his back.
When magician & asst #2 put the sheet down, the guy is seen lying on his back. He then gets up & bows. Note:
The wall is only up for a split second. Any longer, & it may arouse suspicion. Asst who is levitated must be
able to do a good, strong push-up with 1 leg extended—so it looks like someone is rising.
Presentation: “Ladies & Gentleman, we are pleased to present a classic of magic….the ancient trick of
levitation! First, we must hypnotize the assistant, so everyone please be very quiet. (Magician & asst are
standing sideways to audience. The 2nd assistant comes out, & stands behind the asst, arms outstretched, as
though to catch asst when he falls asleep. Magician wiggles fingers as he starts to hypnotize.) Your eyes are
getting heavier. Heavier. Your nose is getting heavier. Your mouth is getting heavier. Your little finger is
getting heavier. (As you say these things, asst doesn’t say or do anything, but 2nd assistant starts to get tired.)
When I count to 3 and snap my fingers, you will fall asleep. 1---2---3! (2nd assistant falls to the floor asleep.
Magician goes over to him.) No, no, not you! Get up. (Pull him up & resumes hypnotizing pose) 3!
(Assistant falls to floor, and winds up lying on his back.)
(Magician & 2nd asst pick up the sheet, forming a wall between the audience & the 1st asst.) We will now cover
the assistant with this ornate, oriental tapestry. You can see that we have spared no expense! (Magician & 2 nd
asst cover up 1st asst who has, under cover of the wall, secretly rolled over onto his stomach. 2 nd asst backs
away.) And now, upon my command, the ancient trick of levitation! (Magician raises his arms.) Rise! (Asst
comes up a few inches, then falls back down.) Rise! (Asst rises up a little more, then falls back down.) Rise
into the air! (Now asst does a full push-up, rising up as high as he can. He holds it there for 3-4 seconds, then
goes back down. Magician & 2nd asst, who comes back in, each grab a top corner of the sheet & raise it, again,
forming a momentary wall—just for a split second this time—then, drop it, revealing 1st asst on his back (he has
quickly flipped back onto his back under cover of the momentary wall.) Now we’ll bring him out of his trance.
We must do so slowly. Wake up! (1st asst opens his eyes & stands up.) Take a bow. Thank you.”
Teaching Points:
•

Rising person must keep elbows in, against body, & head down, looking at floor.
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Vanishing Leg Gag
Effect: You drape a coat or shirt in front of your legs. When you lift up the coat, only 1 leg is there. The other
is missing! (Or, there is a shoe there, but no leg!) You lower the coat, then raise it again & the missing leg is
back.
Props: A coat (or Abra-Kid-Abra t-shirt)
Secret: Under cover of the coat, slip your left foot out of your shoe and bend you left leg at the knee. When
you lift your coat, it will look like your leg has vanished! Drop the coat down again, put your foot back in your
shoe, then lift the coat to show your leg has returned!
Presentation: “I’m going to see if I can make something appear. (drape coat over legs) Hocus Pocus Six and
Locus. (lift coat showing leg gone) Oh no, I must have said the wrong magic words. I made my leg disappear!
(cover bag up with coat) Alakazoo Alakazam! (lift coat showing leg back) Whew, that was a close call!”
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Comedy Levitation
Effect: You levitate your assistant. The secret gets comically revealed.
Props: 1 sheet, 2 poles with shoes on the end roughly matching the assistant’s,
& a chair. Need 3 people: magician, assistant who levitates, & a second
assistant to help place the sheet over the 1st assistant.
Secret: 2 poles with shoes on the end under the sheet create the levitating illusion.
Preparation: Set out chair. Place poles on floor next to it, a little in front of the chair. Cover poles with sheet,
accordion pleated (loosely) so when the sheet is lifted up by the top corners, the poles are behind it.
Audience
Poles under sheet
M

chair

(M=magician,
A=assistant)

A

Presentation: “I will call my assistant. (Assistant comes out.) (To assistant:) We will now perform a classic
masterpiece of magic, the ancient trick of levitation. (Assistant starts to run away, muttering “Oh no, you’re not
levitating me!” Magician pulls assistant back.) The first thing we have to do is to hypnotize the assistant, so
everyone please be very quiet. (Magician & asst are standing sideways to audience. A 2 nd assistant comes out,
& stands behind the asst, arms outstretched, as though to catch asst when she falls asleep. Magician wiggles
fingers as he starts to hypnotize.) Your eyes are getting heavier. Heavier. Your nose is getting heavier. Your
mouth is getting heavier. Your little finger is getting heavier. (As you say these things, asst doesn’t say or do
anything, but 2nd assistant starts to get tired.) When I count to 3 and snap my fingers, you will fall asleep. 1--2---3! (2nd assistant falls to the floor asleep. Magician goes over to him.) No, no , not you! Get up. (pulls him
up & resumes hypnotizing pose) 3! (Assistant falls to floor in sitting position, leaning head back against chair.)
(Magician & 2nd assistant each pick up their corner of the blanket, forming a momentary wall between the
audience & the sleeping assistant. Under cover of this wall, the assistant quickly gets to his knees, & puts 1
pole under each arm. The ends of the poles should be at or just beyond his armpits. He leans his head back on
the chair, and holds arms straight, reaching as far down the poles with his hands as he can.) You can see that
we have spared no expense in using only the finest, hand sewn, Persian sheets. Now that he is sleeping, we will
cover him with the sheet. (leave the fake feet sticking out one side and the head sticking out the other. Be sure
the poles aren’t visible.) Now, upon my command, the ancient trick…of levitation. Rise! (asst lifts up shoes
~6 inches off the ground, trying to rise, can’t, & plops them back on the ground) Rise! (a little louder. This
time, the shoes lift ~ 12 inches—getting close, but still not quite rising.) Rise into the air! Now assistant goes
all the way up. It appears that he is levitating! Magician stands by the head and adjusts the sheet if necessary as
assistant is rising.
For the ending, the magician inadvertently steps on the corner of the blanket & starts taking big bows. Unseen
by him, the asst start drifting out from under the blanket. When asst is out, he wakes up, yells, tosses poles &
runs off stage.
Teaching Points:
• 3 important things to watch re assistant levitating: 1) elbows are straight (not bent, or it tips the trick) 2)
head is parallel to ceiling 3) poles stop at armpits. (If they protrude beyond, they are visible.
• Assistant needs to be fairly strong & agile.
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Poker Player’s Nightmare (Art Trick)
Effect: You show a poker hand: five 10’s! (photo 1) Wait a minute, you can’t have five of a kind. You turn the
cards face down & see that one of the 10’s has a different color back (photo 2). You put it in your pocket &
replace it with an ace. A magic ace. When you turn your cards face up, you now have a royal flush! (photo 3)
Props: 2 deck of cards—1 red back and 1 blue back—for every 4 kids, glue stick for each 4 or so kids, and a
kids scissors for every 1 or few kids.
Secret: One of the cards has four 10’s on it. (photo 4). It’s the card with the different color back.
Preparation:
• From the blue back deck, pull out the 10-J-Q-K-A of ♥, 10-A of ♣, 10-A of ♦, and 10-A of ♠.
• From the red back deck, pull out four 10’s, four J’s, four Q’s, and four K’s.
• Each child will get 10-A of 1 of the suits (a royal flush) with blue back, and four of a kind with red back.
• Re the four of a kind: Each child cuts 3 of them in half lengthwise and glues them onto the uncut 4th.
The result is a gaffed card that looks like 4 of a kind (photo 4). Trim if need be.
Mechanics:
1. To set up:
a. Put the Ace in your pocket or magic case.
b. If you have a four 10’s card, deal face up on the table in a pile: K, Q, J, 4-10s, then 10 on top.
(photo 5) If you have a four J’s card, deal face up on the table in a pile: K, Q, 10, 4-J’s,J. Etc.
c. Square up the cards face up in your hand. You are ready!
2. Show that you have five 10’s. The cards are in dealing position in your left hand. Your right hand is
palm down, fingers toward the audience, thumb toward you. It slowly slides the 10 to the right,
revealing five 10’s (photo 1).
3. Square the cards up and flip them face down. Spread between your hands, showing one has a different
color back. Pull the odd card out and put it in your pocket or case, pulling out the Ace in its place.
Show the ace to the audience and set it face down atop the packet.
4. As you talk, you can turn the packet face up to show the 10 on the bottom, and flip the top card face up,
showing an ace, then turning it back face down.
5. Deal the cards on the table one at a time, showing the four 10’s have changed to a royal flush! (photo 3).
Presentation: “Do you play poker? I was playing the other night. I looked at my hand and I had five 10’s.
‘Wait a minute’, the other guys cried, you can’t have five 10’s. There are only four 10’s in the deck! I turned
them over (turn them face down) and said, ‘I see the problem. One is from a different deck!’ I put it in my
pocket and replaced it with an Ace. Now the backs all match. The guys I was playing with didn’t know it was
a magic Ace. I had four 10’s (show 10 on bottom), but now I had a magic Ace (show Ace). I said Abra-KidAbra. When I dealt out my cards, I had a royal flush! Let me know when you are ready to play poker!”
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Statue of Liberty (out to lunch)
Effect: Show a rubber banded packet of cards with a picture of the Statute of Liberty (photo #1). Spectator
initials the base of the statue, and you put this card face down on her palm. You have the spectator say some
magic words. When she turns over the card, her initials are still on the base, but the Statue of Liberty is gone!
Props: 9-10 cards showing the Statue of Liberty vanished (business card size), 1 thick rubber band, & a half
card showing the Statue of Liberty per person; 1 or 2 rolls of scotch tape for the group.
Secret: Only the top (half) card shows the Statue of Liberty. Spectator is really initialing the card below, which
shows the Statue of Liberty gone! The rubber band disguises that the top card is only a half card.
Preparation: Lay a vanished statue card on the table. Set the statue half card above it on the table, statue side
down. Tape the 2 together, forming a tape hinge, so the statue half card can swing back & forth. (Photo #2)
Insert 1 vanished statue card in between the half card & the card it’s taped to. Put the rest of the cards in a stack
beneath this. Put a rubber band around the middle of the stack so it covers the edge of the hinged statue half
card. It should look like a rubber banded stack of Statue of Liberty cards.
Mechanics: Have spectator place his initials on the statue base. Tilt the end of the stack with his initials up at a
45 degree angle, so he can’t see the card well. Grab the initialed card near the end he initialed it, pull it out of
the rubber banded stack (photo #3), casually turn it upside down and set it on the spectator’s palm. Have the
spectator put his other hand on top of the card (to help prevent peeking prematurely!) Ditch the stack of cards
in your pocket, so the spectator doesn’t grab them at the end.
Presentation: “I would like to show you a trick using the Statue of Liberty. Do you have time to come with me
to New York so I can show it to you? Since you are busy, I’ll use this picture of the Statue of Liberty instead.
Can you put your initials on the base of the statue. This is now a collector’s item, so cover it up with both
hands so no one takes it. Do you know any magic words? (Abra-Kid-Abra) Open your hands. Still there?
(The card is face down on spectator’s palm.) Cover it back up and we’ll try again. Say the magic words a little
louder. Now open up. Still there? It was supposed to disappear. I don’t know why this trick isn’t working.
Let me have the card. (Turn it face up.) Oh wait, you did it. You made the Statue of Liberty disappear!”
Teaching Tips:
1. Practice pulling the card out of the stack naturally, so you don’t arouse suspicion.
2. It’s important to ask the spectator to hold out their hand, demonstrating how you want them to do so
with your palm up left hand. While spectator is doing this, this provides a moment of misdirection for
you to pull out the card—as the spectator is focusing on holding out his hand.
3. Pulling initialed card from the stack: There are 2 ways to do this. A) Flip it upside down & set it on
spectator’s palm. B) Turn the whole packet upside down, slide spectator’s card out (already upside
down—photo #4), & set the upside down card on spectator’s palm.

Photo1. Rubber band
makes it look like the top
card is the Statue of Lib.

Photo 3. Separate the
Photo2. The statue half
card the spectator
card is taped on the inside
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initialed from the stack.
to the top of the full card.

Photo 4. You can turn the
deck face down and pull
Magic
out spectator’s
card.27

7th Inning Stretch (Art Trick)
Effect: You show 3 cards, e.g. two red 9’s and a black 2. (photos 1 & 2). You put the black 2 face down between the
(face up) red 9’s (photo 3) and the 2 appears to stretch (photo 4). You push it back and forth a couple times (photos 5 &
6). Then it returns to its normal size and all is back to normal.
Props: Two card decks for each 10 kids. Use the red & blue backed decks from the Poker Player’s Nightmare. Also a
glue stick or tape for each table, & a kids scissors for each child or table.
Secret: A little less than half of the black 2 is glued to the back of one of the red 9’s.
Preparation:
1. From the red back deck, each child gets 3 cards. Two of the same value, same color, and a 3 rd different color &
contrasting value are good. E.g. 2 red 9’s & a black 2. Or whatever. You can use the joker as the single card too.
2. From the blue back deck, give each child the card that matches their oddball red back card. (e.g. the matching
black 2 in the above example).
3. Cut about 40% of the blue back card off, and tape or glue stick it face up to the back end of 1 of the red 9’s.
Mechanics:
1. Show the 3 cards face up as in photo 1. Casually turn them over as in photo 2. Note that the half card is hidden.
Turn them face up again.
2. Put the black 2 face down between the red 9’s. (photo 3). Square up the packet and turn it over the so the black 2
in the middle is face up.
3. Pull out the black 2 a little. Then pull it out the opposite direction, actually pulling out the bottom card this time
with the piece of black 2 on it. Your left first finger pushes up against the cards, keeping them aligned. (photo 9)
4. Pull them far enough so the end of the black 2 card presses against the lip of the black 2 piece. You can then push
the black 2 back & forth a couple times, showing it is stretched. (photos 4-6)
5. To end, release pressure with your left first finger, so the lip releases and you can push the 3 cards flush with each
other squared up.
6. Flip the packet over so the red 9s are face up. Hold the cards as in photo 1, casually showing all 3 on both sides
again. One at a time, drop them face up onto the table, starting with the gimmicked card. Then the other 2, 1 at a
time, flipping them over to casually show both sides before you drop them face up in the pile.
Presentation: “Do you like baseball? Are you familiar with the 7 th inning stretch? I took some cards to the game the
other day—2 red 9’s and a black 2. When it got to the bottom of the 7 th inning, the 2 started stretching. I knew the fans
stretch in the 7th inning, but I had no idea cards stretch as well. Anyway it was time for the Cardinals to bat, so the card
unstretched. And do you know, to this day, with those 3 cards, I still have no idea how they did it!”
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T-Shirt Card Trick (Art Project)
Effect: Spectator selects a card. Amidst clever patter (see presentation), magician
reveals the card on the label inside his collar!
Props: T-shirt with rabbit in hat drawing; box of fabric-marking crayons; card deck;
Black marker or printed sticker that says “2♣”; ¼ page sheet with instructions for
washing the shirt.
Secret: Although it seems as though the spectator has a free choice, you actually
force him to choose the card on your label, using the cross cut force (explained below).
Preparation:
1. Have the kids color in their shirts using the fabric crayons. Tell the kids when they go home,
to have mom iron the shirt, permanently sealing in the colors. Give them the ¼ page sheet
that has instructions for mom.
2. Write 2 ♣ in black marker on the shirt label (on the collar). Or, put a 2 ♣ sticker over the
label. Whichever works best.
3. Have the 2 ♣ secretly on top of the (face down) deck.
Cross Cut Force Mechanics:
1. Start with the 2♣ secretly on top of the face down deck.
2. Ask a spectator to cut the cards (photo 1).
3. Pick up the bottom half and set it crosswise on the half he just cut (photo 2), saying that you’ll mark his
cut.
4. Talk for a moment, drawing the spectator’s attention away from the cards. (Magicians call this
“misdirection”.)
5. Come back to the cards. Lift up the top half, and ask the spectator to take the card he cut to, pointing to
the top card of the lower half. Note: Seemingly, this is the card the spectator cut to. Actually, it is the
original top card of the deck!
Presentation: “I need a volunteer from the audience. Thank you. Would you cut the cards approximately in
half. I’ll mark your cut.
(Divert attention for a moment.) Incidentally, do you play card very much? What sort of cards do you play?
Very interesting. Take the card that you cut to (lift off top half, handing him the force card—supposedly the
“free choice” he cut to), show it around, and don’t let me see it. Did everyone see it? Put it back in the middle
of the deck.
I am going to see if I can guess the name of your card. In fact, I’m so sure I can that if I’m wrong, I’ll give you,
ah—well, how about the shirt off my back! I will look through the cards (hold them between your hands,
spread them faces toward you, & pull 1 out—not his!), and here is your card, the 8 of hearts! Right? (no) Oh.
Well, sometimes it takes me 2 tries. The 7 of spades! (No) What was your card? (2 of clubs) Well, I guess I
have to give you my shirt. Sorry it’s not cleaner; though it is 100% cotton—I think. Can you read what it says
on the label? (Pull out the label. Have him read out “2 of clubs”!)
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Puzzlers A for Rabbit in Hat Camp p.1
1. Can you say these 3

2. Can you say these 3

times in a row?

times in a row?

•
•
•
•

Six selfish shellfish.
She sees cheese.
Truly rural.
Nettie knitted nightly
knitting knotted
nighties for the navy.

www.abrakid.com © 2013 1217

5. Half Minute Mysteries

• Real rock wall.
• Aluminum-linoleum.
• A proper cup of
coffee from a proper
copper coffee pot.
• Danny Diggers’ dirty
dog drinks diet
drinks.

www.abrakid.com © 2013 1217

6. Mind Reading Shoe

3. Half Minute Mysteries

4. Half Minute Mysteries

A. Dr. Carp is one of the
best surgeons in his
town. His patients
never complain, even
though he does not
use anesthesia before
operating. How is this
possible?

C. Jane and her brother
stayed away from the
nearby school even
though everyone
there was really
sharp. Why?

B. The newly chosen
queen was brought to
the country estate and
did not leave for five
years. Why?

D. Sam’s cut hurt badly.
No size bandage
or medical assistance
would help. However,
healing came quickly
after Sam was
picked up. Why?

www.abrakid.com © 2013 1212
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7. Furthest Apart

8. Who is in Control
of Your Foot?

E. Jasmine Taylor
preferred the
leather couch over
the cotton fabric
recliner. Mr. and
Mrs. Taylor were
very upset. Why?
F. The pool had no
water in it but Don,
Betty, and Larry
used it almost
every day. Why?
www.abrakid.com © 2013 1212

Say you can foresee
the future from the
psychic vibes given
off from a shoe.
Borrow spectator's shoe.
Put hand to temple,
concentrating. "You
will be going on a
short journey very
soon." Throw the
shoe!

Carefully set 3 coins in
a row so that the
middle one is a little
closer to one of the
end coins (see
diagram). Which ones
are furthest apart?

A
www.abrakid.com © 2013 0649

B

C

www.abrakid.com © 2013 1117

Ask this to a spectator.
Tell him that you are.
Let’s see. Have him
sit in a chair, lift his
right foot off the
ground, & swing it in
a clockwise circle.
While that’s happening,
ask him to draw the
number 6 in the air with
his right hand. When he
does, his foot will stop &
reverse direction--which
shows that you control!
www.abrakid.com © 2013 1184

9. Dog Jaw
Tell someone that you
haven’t been feeling well
lately, and that you think you
might have a case of dog jaw.
Ask if they see it, pointing to
your jaw as you turn the side
of your face toward them so
they can see your jaw. As
they get close to look,
suddenly turn your head
toward them and give a
couple barks like a dog,
startling them. And showing
them that you do, indeed,
have dog jaw!

10. Long Jump
Can you jump across the
hall--with 1 jump and no
running start?

www.abrakid.com © 2013 1282

Solutions 1-10A
#3-5.
A. He is a tree surgeon.
B. The queen is a
queen size bed.
C. While scuba diving,
they saw a school
of Piranha fish.
D. Sam was sad when
he was cut by a
sports team; then
happy when another
one picked him up.
E. Jasmine is a puppy
who chewed the
leather couch!
www.abrakid.com © 2013

Solutions 1-10B
F. They are in a car
pool.
7. A & C
10. Walk across the hall
and jump!

www.abrakid.com © 2013
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Puzzlers A for Rabbit in Hat Camp p.2
11. 3 Coin Puzzle

Put 3 coins in a row,
touching as above. The
challenge: Get the first
coin in between the other
2. You can touch &
move the 1st coin, but it
cannot touch coin #3.
Coin 2 you can touch but
not move. Coin 3 you
cannot touch.

12. 4 Coin Puzzler
Challenge: Can you set 4
coins so that each coin is
touching the other 3
coins--all at the same
time?

www.abrakid.com © 2013 1119
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15. Jumping George

16. A Sure Quarter

Lay a dollar bill on the
floor. Tell spectator if she
can jump over it, she can
keep it! However, there are
a few guidelines.
• Stand at 1 end of the bill.
• Put your feet together.
• Bend over & hold your
right shoe tip with your
right fingers, & left shoe
tip with left fingers. You
must hold onto your toes
throughout the jumping &
landing process.
Can you jump over the bill?
You must completely clear
it.
www.abrakid.com © 2013 1092
19.
No Touch Paper

Can you have 2 people
stand on different ends of
the same paper, but not be
able to touch?

www.abrakid.com © 2013 1193

Bet a spectator that
she cannot tear a
sheet of paper into
4 equal pieces. If
she can, you’ll give
her a quarter. She
does. What do you
do?

13. Paper & Coin
Drop
Tear off a small square of
paper that is a little
smaller than a coin. Hold
your hands outstretched
with coin
in 1 hand and paper in the
other as you issue this
challenge: Can you drop
both at the same time,
from the same height, and
have the paper hit the
floor first?

14. A Quick 25 Cents
Want to make a quick $.25?
• Have someone hold his
hands together in prayer
position.
• With fingertips touching,
bend both middle fingers
inward, so middle |
knuckles touch.
• Insert a coin between the
tips of their ring fingers.
The challenge: Drop the
coin by separating his ring
fingers without separating
his other fingers. If he can
do this, he keeps the coin!

www.abrakid.com © 2013 1118
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17. Seeing Upside
Down

18. Turtles

I have 2 magic words that
will make you see upside
down. Would you like to
see them? Do you see
upside down?

These turtles want to each
be in their own pen. Can
you draw 2 squares to
achieve this?
www.abrakid.com © 2013 0056

20. A Fast Buck?

www.abrakid.com © 2013 1192
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Solutions 11-20A

If you can bend over & lift a
piece of paper off the floor,
I’ll give you a buck! Of
course, there are a couple
small conditions!
• Spectator stands
against a wall, with
both heels touching
the wall.
• The challenge is to
pick up the paper in
front of her, without
bending her knees.
• She must maintain
heel contact with the wall
at all times, & return to a full
standing position.

11. Put your finger on
coin #2. Bang coin #1
into coin #2, knocking #3
away. Set #1 between #2
& #3.

www.abrakid.com © 2013 1183
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Solutions 11-20B
16. Give her 1 of the 4
pieces (a “quarter’).
17. “upside down”
18.

12.
13. Put the paper under
the coin. Drop together.
14. It’s impossible.
15. Nearly impossible.
Try jumping backwards.
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19. Slide the paper beneath
a closed door!
20. Your money is safe!
www.abrakid.com © 2013
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Comedy Water on the Head (Skit)
Effect: Magician “hypnotizes” a spectator who is sitting on stage in a chair holding a glass of water atop her
head. An assistant sneaks up behind the spectator & drinks the water with a straw. The audience sees this but
spectator does not. Spectator wonders where the water went!
Props: A cup of water, 2 straws (1 is a backup), & a chair. Use 16 oz clear cup from Dancing Bill in Cup.
Setup: Arrange a tall assistant prior to drink the water. (Tall so he can reach the water atop the spectator’s
head. If necessary, he can stand on a chair.) Give him a straw, which he should hide in his pocket. Keep an
backup straw nearby out of view. Tell him to drink quietly & quickly, & not to slurp at the bottom, or the
spectator will hear. Leave a little in there to avoid slurping.
Performance:
• Ask for a “victim—I mean ‘volunteer” from the audience. Seat them in a chair, facing 45
degrees to the audience.
• Show them the glass of water. Do the gag where they keep reaching for it & you take it away
3x. I.e. “We are going to do a trick with a glass of water.” (hand it to spectator. As she reaches
for it, pull it away, seemingly unaware that she was reaching for it. Continue talking.) This
particular trick I have not performed before. (Again, hand to spectator, pull it away as she
reaches, continuing:) However, I have been practicing & look forward to presenting it today.”
• “We won’t need this water just yet. There’s not room on the table, so let’s put it on top of your
head. (set it atop her head, holding it securely) Hold it with both hands so it doesn’t spill.
(Make sure she has it securely with both hands.)
• “I’m still a little concerned. Sir, would you mind standing behind her & if anything at all starts
to spill, you catch it.” (motion to him to start drinking)
• (Start to wiggle your fingers hypnotically.) “Your eyes are getting heavier. Heavier. Your nose
is getting heavier. Your little finger is getting heavier. Are you feeling any sleepier? Have you
ever been hypnotized before? (Fill time til the water is nearly gone. If the drinking is going
slow, say to the drinker—‘Faster’. Then explain to spectator ‘I’m going to hypnotize you a little
faster’)
• “When I count to 3 & snap my fingers, you will wake up. 1-2-(if water isn’t drunk yet, 2.5,
2.75…)-3! Stand up slowly. (Motion assistant to quietly go back to his seat, out of spectator’s
view. If he leaves the straw in the glass, remove it so spectator doesn’t see.) Step over this way
a few steps. (Hopefully she steps real slowly. Whisper to spectator “slower!” so she is more
likely to go slow, which the audience finds funny—it seems like she’s worried about spilling it.)
• “Now carefully take the water off your head & hand it to me so we can do a trick with it.”
(Hopefully she is surprised that it’s gone. If not, it’s still fun for the audience. Turn your back
partially toward audience & whisper ‘Feel your back’. Audience thinks she’s seeing if her back
is wet, which they find funny.) Well, I don’t know what you did with it, but how about a round
of applause for her.”
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Gags To Use When You Call Up Assistants
Props: None

Funny Handshakes
•
•

•

Assistant Keeps Missing Your Hand. Hold out your hand to shake. When assistant puts her
hand out, put yours behind hers. When she moves to shake, move yours behind hers again, so
she keeps missing. Do this 2-3x. Then shake.
Assistant Keeps Putting Arm Up To Shake. Have assistant stand on your left, facing audience.
Shake hands. Put your left hand on their right elbow—your left thumb on the elbow crease &
your fingers on their elbow. Look at audience, start to talk, then with your left fingers, push
assistant’s arm up, as though she wants to shake again. Stop mid sentence, notice her hand
sticking up, & shake again, looking at her as though “Didn’t we already shake hands before?”
Pop her hand up 3x. The last time, to end it, you can do the following hand shake gag:
Assistant Won’t Let Go of Your Hand. Shake assistant’s hand, and keep shaking. Say “Hey.
Hey! Will you please let go of my hand!” When she wants to let go, let go; otherwise, she may
get upset that she’s not in control.

Step Over Here Gag. Have assistant face the audience, standing on your left. “Thanks for coming up to assist
me. Would you please stand right over here.” Move them back ~3 steps, positioning them with your hands on
their shoulders and back. Your left hand is behind their back, outstretched. Having positioned the assistant,
you look at the audience & start to walk forward & a little to your right ~3 steps. “We’re going to try a trick
where we—“ Look to your right, noticing that the assistant has walked upstage with you (because your left arm
behind them pushed them up. This isn’t visible to the audience, though they may guess that’s why he moved,
which is fine.) “No, no. Would you please stand right over here.” Walk the assistant back a few steps to his
original spot. Repeat, doing this gag 3x.
Never Met Before. “You will verify to the audience that you and I have never met before.” (right) You seem
rather proud of that.”

Trap Door
This isn’t a show item, but the young ones, particularly, have fun with it if you have some extra minutes.
Stand behind a desk, draped table, or solid object of some sort that blocks your lower half when you stand
behind it. “Do you see that button over there? (point to something nearby the kids) Whatever you do, don’t
press that button. It opens the trap door.” If necessary, egg them on until someone does press it, at which time
you fall to the floor. Pull yourself up, 1 arm at a time, brushing yourself off as though you took a tough fall. If
they press it again, drop down again.
Let the kids each try it. Have a few get in line, do this with the talking, & let them fall through the trap door.
Ask where in their house they can try this—behind a bed, a kitchen counter,…

Down the Steps
Say you need to get something. As you walk behind a draped table, make it look like you’re going down steps,
as you keep crouching down by bending your knees, but keep your upper body straight. You can go down a
circular staircase if you like. Go down until you’re out of view. Then reverse & come back up the stairs, then
out from behind the table. Let the kids try it. Try some variations: Escalator. Elevator. In a canoe paddling.
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